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The Problem 

!  How does one even carry all these things? 

!  What hobbies require a lot of room in a travel case? 

!  Why can’t I travel with my expensive hobby on display? 

https://warhammer39999.wordpress.com/2013/04/22/my-first-army-
purchase-of-the-year-orks/ 

http://motownraceway.com/
information/slot-car-drag-racing/ 



The Solution 



The Idea 

!  .5 inch for space to put wiring 

!  .5 inch thick shell to prevent damage inside 

!  14 inches tall to allow room for tools on top shelf 

!  26 inches wide to give enough room and space for several cars/ 
models 

!  First divide for slot/wall is 2 inches in. Following will be 4 inches after 
for a snug fit.  

!  LED lights on the bottom and middle row for lighting up cars/models 



Consumer 

!  Slot car drag racing is actually a pretty big hobby with a decent 
chance for pay off 

!  Most slot car racers have an average of 15 cars, however some 
have up to thirty 

!  The local owner of the hobby shop in Petersburg MI use to race for a 
living, so a need to travel around with the cars is apparent 

!  Races are usually scheduled events so it wouldn’t be hard to show 
up with a box or two and give a sales pitch 

!  As mentioned before War gamers just need a lot of room to hold 
models 



The Competition 

!  It is very much a do it yourself project or buy one from someone else, 
which tends to mean wooden boxes. 

!  Travel display cases tend to be more for jewelry. 

!  Most of the Warhammer carry cases are just carry cases and not 
means to display ones army, while ranging from $50-$83 

http://www.games-workshop.com/en-US/Citadel-Crusade-Figure-Case?/e2x/roadrunner/locale/
CountryLanguageFormHandler.changeLocation=submit&/e2x/roadrunner/locale/CountryLanguageFormHandler.selectedLocale=en-us-
gw&_requestid=6759068 



Business Model 



What I’m looking for. 

!  A loan of $20,000 to build up stock and to begin travel around the 
country to pitch the product in hobby shops of all kinds. As well as 
making current working space more usable through out the year. 

!  More time to work on CAD designs and pitching back and forth 
ideas on what other groups could be reached. 

!  Help making more contacts in the field of gathering materials. 


